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Abstract: Intensifying drought is increasingly linked to global forest diebacks. Improved
understanding of drought impacts on individual trees has provided limited insight into
drought vulnerability in part because tree moisture access and depletion is difficult to
quantify. In forests, moisture reservoir depletion occurs through water use by the trees
themselves. Here we show that drought impacts on tree fitness and demographic performance
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can be predicted by tracking the moisture reservoir available to trees as a mass balance,
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estimated in a hierarchical state-space framework. We apply this model to multiple seasonal
droughts with tree transpiration measurements to demonstrate how species and size
differences modulate moisture availability across landscapes. The depletion of individual
moisture reservoirs can be tracked over the course of droughts and linked to biomass growth
and reproductive output. This mass balance approach can predict individual moisture deficit,
tree demographic performance, and drought vulnerability throughout forest stands based on
measurements from a sample of trees.
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INTRODUCTION
Anticipating the ecological consequences of drought (Allen et al. 2010, Clark et al.

2016) requires a capacity to predict drought-induced stress from moisture supply to forest
stands (McDowell et al. 2011, Allen et al. 2015). Recent physiological studies clarify how
drought stress varies among trees, species, and environments (e.g., Choat et al. 2012, Bennett
et al. 2015). A critical metric of drought vulnerability for trees is the reservoir of water that
trees can access (Vose et al. 2016). However, even when observations of root depth or
distribution are available (Meinzer et al. 1999, Stahl et al. 2013), many studies rely on
generalizations of the moisture reservoir capacity of individual trees and how it is depleted
across landscapes. Improved estimates of this moisture reservoir and the variables that
control it could enhance our understanding of drought stress and advance efforts to predict
the physiological and demographic responses of temperate forests to changed environmental
conditions (Vose et al. 2016).
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The water available to individual trees is not easily tracked. During drought, soil
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moisture probes often report static values near the wilting point despite continued
transpiration, as documented by sap flux data (Meinzer et al. 2013). This discrepancy can
occur because the moisture reservoir accessed by roots is not captured by a small number of
soil probes and without detailed measurements of root profiles. Landscape approaches, like
microwave remote sensing, only quantify moisture in the upper soil surface (Jackson et al.
1996) and are not directly observed at the individual scale. The translation from precipitation
arriving at the forest floor to a reservoir available for a given tree, as represented in many
process models, would require knowledge of the three-dimensional rooting structure and soil
porosity. Absent that information, researchers often assume average rooting distributions
(e.g., Oren et al. 1998, Feng et al. 2014) or estimate individual rooting depth with isotope
analysis (e.g., Stahl et al. 2013, Matheny et al. 2017), which are still a simplification of
belowground structures and moisture access (Casper et al. 2003). Unlike canopy
architecture, which provides strong evidence for light availability aboveground, the mass of
belowground moisture available to individual trees remains largely unknown (Richter and
Billings 2015).
Here, we use a mass balance approach paired with data on water use from sap flux

measurements to estimate the potential reservoir controlled by each individual, how it is
depleted, and how both are affected by tree size, species, and landscape position. We
hypothesize that 1) the volume of individual tree moisture reservoirs can be predicted with
basic individual-scale measurements and 2) there is a connection between reservoir depletion
and the maintenance of important physiological and demographic processes. First, we
examine the ability of the mass balance model to predict declines in sap flux during droughts.
Across trees, we expect the mass balance to predict sap flux declines through time. Within
trees, we expect estimates to be similar across multiple droughts. Next, we evaluate how
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reservoir depletion relates to loss of conductance and how deficits below potential
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transpiration relate to declines in growth and reproductive output to demonstrate consistency
between model estimates and ecophysiological observations. Finally, we explore the drought
responses of trees throughout a forest stand by predicting reservoir capacity and depletion
during a drought. We expect aggregate measures of reservoir depletion and transpiration
deficits to be comparable to other landscape-scale measurements. Additionally, we use these
predictions to examine differences in the moisture reservoir and how it is depleted across
species, sizes, and space. If the model estimates the individual reservoirs and predicts the
progress of drought, then there is potential to understand forest responses to drought and
identify the trees that are most susceptible to drought events with a mass balance.
METHODS
Tree water balance model
We model the moisture reservoir for individual trees with a water balance. On a

volume or mass basis, soil moisture depletion is the difference between inputs from
precipitation (P) and losses from transpiration (T), evaporation (E), and gravitational
outflows (O),
(1)

where S is soil water storage. An assumption of average rooting depth for the forest stand is
often used to place all variables in Eq. 1 on a common scale of volume or mass per ground
surface area per time (Wilson et al. 2001). However, sap flux data show large heterogeneity
between individuals, even within species and size classes (Berdanier et al. 2016), consistent
with the known complexity of root architecture and soil structure (Cruiziat et al. 2002). This
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heterogeneity is responsible for differential impacts across landscapes, including tree death
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and morbidity (Berdanier and Clark 2016a).
Consider a landscape where trees each have access to a water reservoir Si,t (kg)

determined by rooting architecture and moisture content. The dynamic reservoir varies
among trees i and over time t due to size, landscape position, and species. The reservoir is
equal to the potential reservoir ωi (kg) for that individual under its current stand composition
when soils are fully recharged. Recharge can occur before the onset of the growing season or
after major rain events, although soils do not always reach field capacity (Fig. S1). On any
given day the change in the reservoir state Si,t depends on the incoming precipitation and
decreases due to runoff and drainage, evaporation, and transpiration, changing at a rate given
by Eq. 1.
We used cumulative transpiration during drought to estimate the potential reservoir

and how much of it remains at a given time. We assumed that during drought, the first three
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 1 are small, so moisture depletion for individual trees
during drought is dominated by transpiration, and sap flux data can be used within a
hierarchical state-space framework to estimate dynamic transpiration losses (Bell et al. 2015).
The first point simplifies Eq. 1 to
,

(2)

with the scale of mass per tree per time. The assumption that soil evaporation losses are a
minor component of evapotranspiration under the footprint of tree canopies during the
growing season is demonstrated in studies that partition fluxes at the stand scale (Wilson et
al. 2001, Oishi et al. 2008). In the absence of precipitation, soil moisture remains below field
capacity, so gravitational runoff and drainage in the rooting zone are negligible (Feng et al.
2014, Dingman 2015). This model tracks total moisture and thus allows for redistribution
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within the rooting zone, for example through hydraulic lift or catenary subsurface flow,
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although we do not model these processes explicitly. To match precipitation data, the terms in
a model like Eq. 1 would typically have dimensions of mm/time. One not-so-obvious
consequence of shifting from Eq. 1 to Eq. 2 is the potential it offers to translate sap flux
observations to the soil reservoir, both in terms of mass per day.
The potential reservoir, ωi, is unknown and is not directly measurable for individual

adult trees. However, we can assume recharge at the onset of a drought and estimate this
reservoir from the trajectory of depletion. Then, the reservoir state for an individual tree
during drought is the balance between the potential reservoir (ωi, kg) and transpiration (Ti,t,
kg d-1) summed through time,
.

(3)

Losses for an individual tree, i, on day t are driven by atmospheric demand from potential
evapotranspiration (PETi,t, kg m-2 d-1), crown area (Ai, m2), and the remaining water reservoir
(kg) (Kramer 1937, Kozlowski 1949). Here we assume a constant crown area through time
because our data are over relatively short time scales. Additionally, since full recharge is not
guaranteed, we include an initial latent state (Ti,0) that allows for some depletion at the
beginning of each drought.
Estimates of ωi and Si,t require a transpiration model, suggested by the observation

that sap flux declines with moisture availability (Meinzer et al. 2013). The simplest
assumption is that transpiration declines are proportional to the remaining reservoir. This
assumption needs testing across multiple droughts. Using this assumption with the standard
transpiration dependence on potential atmospheric demand, we have a model for transpiration
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(4)

where Si,t / ωi is the fraction of the reservoir remaining (kg kg-1). Eq. 4 specifies the reservoir
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effect while abstracting the features of transpiration models that represent hydraulic status
and stomatal control (Whitehead 1998, Cruiziat et al. 2002, Bell et al. 2015).
To make reservoir predictions for trees that did not have transpiration observations,

we modeled the natural log of the potential moisture reservoir as a linear function of the
natural log of tree diameter at breast height (Di), the local topographic wetness index (Wi, a
measure of the local slope and uphill drainage area) and intercept effects for each species
(Zi):
.

(5)

We included an interaction term between diameter and the wetness index to address
differences in belowground allocation with changes in the local moisture environment.
In this model, transpiration increases with demand but, as drought progresses, the

depleted reservoir (Si,t/ωi) increasingly limits transpiration. Combining Eqs. 3 and 4, the
transpiration at a given time during a drought depends on the cumulative losses through
transpiration relative to the maximum accessible soil moisture reservoir,
.

(6)

The combined effects of demand and uptake on transpiration differ between species and size
classes (Cruiziat et al. 2002); trees with large exposed canopies may have high atmospheric
demand, and trees with large root systems may have large reservoirs (McDowell and Allen
2015).
With this model we can calculate multiple drought stress metrics. The vulnerable trees

are those with a reservoir nearing depletion during droughts. The cumulative effect of
reservoir deficit can be evaluated as missed transpiration (Denmead and Shaw 1962). For
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

each tree and day the fitted model provides a predictive distribution of the fraction of the
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moisture reservoir remaining (dimensionless),
,

(7)

and the cumulative deficit between actual and potential transpiration (kg m-2 canopy area),
.

(8)

The remaining reservoir fraction is an indicator of the instantaneous stress experienced by a
tree at a given time while the cumulative water deficit is an integrated measure of “missed”
potential transpiration. Stand vulnerability is amplified when many trees approach these
limits.
Data for model fitting
We tracked transpiration by measuring sap flux over five years in a temperate forest

stand of mixed hardwood and pine trees in the Duke Forest, Orange County, NC, USA
(35°59’01”N, 79°05’36”W, 155 m AMSL). The stand occupies a hillslope with loam soils
from the Enon series that are similar in profile characteristics throughout. The tree species
segregate along this hillslope gradient but individuals of most species are found throughout
the stand. Continuous sap flux observations were collected for 76 trees from 10 species
(Table S1) over 5 years (2010-2014), including 8 independent moisture deficit periods that
extended more than 14 days. Trees were selected to cover a range of sizes and landscape
positions for each species. We identified meteorological droughts as intervals of at least 14
days when consecutive days had less than 5 mm of recorded precipitation that were within
the core growing season at the site. These criteria coincided with periods when surface soil
moisture levels were declining (Fig. S1).
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A large number of models provide estimates of daily PET over a vegetated surface
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with parameterization from local weather station data (Rao et al. 2011). We used climate data
collected at the site to monitor precipitation and potential evapotranspiration and employed
Penman-Monteith reference estimates of PET provided by the Remote Automated Weather
Station at the site (National Interagency Fire Center, Boise, ID, USA). Here PET is observed
at the stand scale and we estimate the individual-level value with an observation error in the
model, such that we allow for individual-tree variability in the stand-level observation of PET
per canopy area. Canopy area can be approximated as the exposed surface area as viewed
from above (Wyckoff and Clark 2005). We estimated the exposed canopy area of each
sample tree by measuring the major and minor axes of canopy exposed to the sky and
assuming an ellipsoid shape. These estimates of exposed canopy area were comparable to
other approaches. They were correlated with estimates based on inverting the actual
transpiration and potential transpiration for each tree under wet conditions (r = 0.61) as well
as predictions based on tree diameter from previous observations at the site (r = 0.78).
We estimated transpiration rates based on measurements of sap flux density for each

tree over the first 2 cm of the xylem with Granier-style thermal dissipation probes (Lu et al.
2004) that were installed on north-facing aspects of each tree at breast height (1.4 m) and
shielded with reflective insulation. Observations were collected every minute and then
averaged and recorded as ten-minute averages. Estimates of sap flux density were based on
the empirical thermal dissipation calibration from Granier (1985). We scaled these estimates
to whole-tree transpiration with empirical models that we previously developed to account for
radial variation in sap flux rates based on tree size and xylem anatomy (Berdanier et al.
2016). These whole-tree transpiration estimates were integrated by day.
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Model fitting
We employed a Bayesian state-space modeling framework that combined our

observations with Eq. 6 while accounting for the temporal dependence and uncertainty in the
model (Appendix S1). The state-space approach allows us to separate the error in our wholetree transpiration estimates, by modeling the latent actual transpiration, from the error in the
temporal process of reservoir depletion. Parameters for the moisture reservoir and the latent
states of transpiration were estimated with the mass balance model, where the actual
transpiration at day t since the onset of drought for tree i in drought d depends on the
transpiration calculated from sap flux (yid,t) and the accumulation of the actual, unobserved
transpiration values (Tid,t) through time. Actual transpiration is a latent predicted state with a
conditionally normal distribution including process error. Variance parameters were assigned
inverse-gamma distributions. We specified a normally distributed error (an individual random
effect) on the potential transpiration estimates to account for uncertainty in local
microclimate among trees through time and to estimate the individual-level potential
transpiration per canopy area.
We used Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation to sample from the joint

posterior distribution for all model parameters. Specifically, we wrote a Metropolis-withinGibbs algorithm (Gelfand and Smith 1990) in R version 3.2.3 (R Core Team 2015). Estimates
of the latent transpiration states, potential transpiration values, regression parameters, and
variance parameters were sampled directly from conditional posterior distributions. The
potential moisture reservoir was sampled with a Metropolis-Hastings step. We fit the model
with 22,000 iterations, excluding the first 2,000 iterations before summarizing the posterior
distribution for each parameter to ensure parameter convergence. Convergence was assessed
based on MCMC acceptance criteria for each Gibbs step and visual examination of the
resulting parameter traces (Fig. S3-4). All estimates of the moisture reservoirs had a potential
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

scale reduction factor less than 1.1, providing evidence of convergence (Gelman and Rubin
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1992). The model converged quickly due to direct sampling from the conditional posterior
distributions for all parameters except for the estimates of the moisture reservoir. Code and
relevant data for the model are available online (Berdanier and Clark 2017).
Testing the model
A critical validation for the mass balance approach is the demonstration that it

predicts the same total reservoir mass for each tree across multiple droughts and the rate of
moisture depletion over time. Each drought features a unique and variable progression of
atmospheric demand and individual transpiration rates. We expect the mass balance to
converge to consistent estimates for the potential reservoir if individual trees effectively
exploit a given soil volume that controls the rate and timing of transpiration. If the mass
balance works, then inverting this relationship should track the depleting reservoir. If the
model can predict the rate of depletion, then predictions should agree with next-day
transpiration observations and should correlate with observations from other trees. We tested
the out-of-sample predictive ability of the fitted model parameters with independent
observations (not used in model fitting) from six Pinus taeda trees measured during a 23-day
late-summer drought in 2007 near Plymouth, Washington County, NC, USA (J.-C. Domec,
unpublished data), and in-sample observations with day-ahead predictions. If the potential
moisture reservoir is consistent through time then its depletion should affect performance and
thus explain the individual variation in growth and fecundity in forest stands (Clark et al.
2016, Berdanier and Clark 2016b). We related the measures of drought stress in Eqs. 7 and 8
to independent, concurrent observations of physiological condition and demographic
performance during a severe seasonal drought at the site in 2010 (Palmer Drought Severity
Index = -1.9, 93%ile of historical observations).
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Predicting ecophysiological responses. First, we tested the effect of reservoir
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depletion on physiological damage by examining the relationship between mid-day loss of
hydraulic conductance and the remaining reservoir fraction. If the reservoir fraction
represents the soil moisture and water potential that a tree experiences, then we expect
reservoir depletion to increase xylem tension and lead to loss of conductance. We estimated
loss of hydraulic conductance with two approaches, native and rehydrated branch sample
conductance (n = 15) and whole tree conductance from the plant water potential gradient (n =
12).

For native branch conductance, sun-exposed branches were cut during the drought

and placed in black plastic bags with moist towels. Each branch sample was at least two
times the length of measured xylem conduits for the given species. The samples were cut
again under water before measuring native specific conductivity, rehydrating, and measuring
maximum specific conductivity. The ratio of these measures is the native loss of conductance
(Domec et al. 2005). Whole tree hydraulic conductance was calculated three times in 2010 –
before, during, and after the drought – with predawn and midday measurements of leaf water
potential on trees that were monitored with sap flux sensors. At each sampling for each tree,
leaf water potential was measured on two sky-exposed leaves and averaged. We calculated
whole tree conductance as

for each tree at each date, where

T is the hourly transpiration rate (kg h-1) at the time when the midday leaf was sampled
(Wullschleger et al. 1998). Then, we estimated loss of whole tree conductance as one minus
the ratio of the conductance during the drought (Ktree(id,t)) to the maximum observed over the
three sampling dates. This water potential gradient approach incorporates the loss of
conductivity in the branch and leaves, so we expect these loss of conductance estimates to be
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greater than those from the branches. However, consistency in the responses of whole tree
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and branch estimates to declines in soil water pools provide multiple lines of evidence for
physiological impacts of tree water balance.
We modeled the effect of reservoir depletion on each loss of conductance measure

independently with a linearized power function on the fraction of water used (or 1 – fraction
remaining) with no intercept:
(9)

where κid,t is the loss of conductance measure on day t, αK is the effect parameter, Rid,t is the
fraction of the remaining reservoir (Eq. 7) on the same day, and εK is the error for the branch
or the whole tree conductance (Kbranch or Ktree). The effect parameter represents the curvature
of the response. In this model, when αK is greater than zero, the loss of conductance is equal
to one when the remaining reservoir fraction is equal to zero and it is equal to zero when the
remaining reservoir fraction is equal to one. We fit the effect parameters and errors with a
normally distributed Bayesian regression where αK was constrained to be greater than zero.
Because the observations here are sampled from individual branches and leaves, we expect
variance in the data. Parameter estimates were sampled directly from conditional posterior
distributions with MCMC.
Predicting demographic impacts. We tested the effect of physiological stress on

productivity by examining the relationship between the cumulative transpiration deficit over
the drought (δi) and the recovery of biomass growth and reproductive output after the
drought. Carbon gain is maximized at full reservoir recharge when Ti,t / Ai approaches PETi,t
(Denmead and Shaw 1962). The cumulative difference between these terms during drought,
the missed transpiration, should differ among trees and translate to growth and fecundity.
Biomass and reproductive output (seed biomass) were estimated from observations at the site
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throughout the study period (Clark et al. 2010, Berdanier and Clark 2016b), and biomass
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growth rates were calculated by taking the difference in biomass between years. We
calculated recovery for measured trees (n = 50) based on the log ratio of the rates after and
before the drought for biomass growth (G) and reproductive output (F),
and

(Berdanier and Clark 2016a). For these ratios, positive

values indicate recovery and negative values indicate a lower rate after the drought than
before. We modeled the effect of transpiration deficit on recovery with a multivariate linear
model:
(10)

where αg and αf are regression parameters for each recovery measure, Vi includes variables
for an intercept and the log of transpiration deficit,

(Eq. 8), and Σ is the covariance of

growth and reproductive recovery. We fit the regression parameters and error with a
multivariate normally distributed Bayesian regression. Parameter estimates were sampled
directly from conditional posterior distributions using MCMC.
Predicting landscape consequences. Finally, we predicted moisture reservoirs from

Eq. 6 and drought stress measures from Eqs. 7 and 8 for all measured trees in the stand to
examine landscape patterns and test the aggregate estimates against independent measures at
the landscape scale. Drought stress metrics were calculated for all trees in the stand for a 24day mid-summer drought in 2014, chosen because it contained the largest sample of
concurrently monitored trees (n = 69). For the unmonitored trees in the stand that were within
the ranges of the potential reservoir predictor variables (ñ = 1,589), we applied the model to
predict transpiration through time and generated summary statistics of reservoir depletion and
cumulative transpiration deficit as above. These modeled trees comprised 74% of the basal
area of the stand.
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Stand reservoir depletion was calculated as the sum of the aggregated cumulative
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transpiration divided by the sum of the potential reservoirs across trees at each time,
. We compared this measure with transpiration estimates from

MODIS over the site and from an eddy flux tower that was within 1 km of the site to confirm
the magnitude of our landscape estimates. For both comparison values we assumed an areaaveraged potential soil reservoir with local measurements of soil water holding capacity
(m3water m-3soil) and an estimate of soil depth (m), converted to a volume per area (mm).
Estimates of potential and actual evapotranspiration from MODIS (Mu et al. 2011) and the
flux tower were reported in mm over the same time interval as the tree predictions. We
plotted the estimates of reservoir depletion for measured trees and the predictions for the
whole stand versus the local tree aridity index (

) at each time point during

the drought for comparison with the hydrological Budyko curve (Budyko 1974), which
shows the trajectory of reservoir depletion during drought as a function of atmospheric
demand relative to soil supply.

RESULTS
Across different drought events our predictions of accumulated transpiration from the

model converged to consistent estimates of the potential reservoir ωi,t (Fig. S2-3). Reservoir
estimates differed among trees (Fig. 1) based on tree diameter (βln(DBH) [95% credible interval
(CI)] = 4.93 [1.49, 8.37]), landscape moisture index (βTWI [95% CI] = 2.30 [0.43, 4.17]), and
species-specific coefficients (Table S1, Fig. S4). The reservoir estimates were less sensitive
to tree diameter when the moisture index was high (βln(DBH)×TWI [95% CI] = -0.68 [-1.26, 0.10]), so the effect of tree diameter was amplified in upland, dry sites. Large Pinus trees in
these habitats were predicted to have the largest reservoirs. Estimates across trees
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approximate volumes of individual belowground reservoir control, ranging from 75 to over
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4600 kg of water, with an average coefficient of variation in estimates of 6% across trees.
Day-ahead predictions of transpiration declines (Fig. 1B) were accurate over the range of
transpiration rates observed in the study (Fig. 1B inset, shaded points, r = 0.97, RMSPE = 5.3
kg d-1) despite substantial variation within and between trees. Additionally, the model
produced good drought-response predictions for out-of-sample measurements from
independent trees (Fig. 1B inset, outlined points), with an average correlation across trees of
0.68 and an average RMSPE across trees of 11.8 kg d-1.
At the height of the severe seasonal drought in the summer of 2010, trees nearing

reservoir depletion were those with the greatest loss of branch (αbranch [95% CI] = 3.72 [3.50,
3.93], RMSE = 0.17) and whole-tree (αtree [95% CI] = 0.95 [0.92, 0.99], RMSE = 0.14)
hydraulic conductance (Fig 2A). We found that species experienced different cumulative
transpiration deficits over the 2010 drought (Fig, 2B). Trees with low cumulative deficits
showed increased growth recovery following this drought relative to pre-drought levels (Fig.
2C; αgrowth [95% CI] = -1.04 [-1.47, -0.60], RMSE = 0.32). Trees with high cumulative
deficits showed declines in reproductive output relative to pre-drought levels (Fig. 2D; αfecund
[95% CI] = -4.26 [-6.16, -2.34], RMSE = 1.47).
At the landscape scale, we estimated a potential tree reservoir of 51 kg water per m2

of surface area (Fig. 3A). Accounting for an average gravimetric soil water holding capacity
of 41.1% in this stand and an average soil bulk density of 1270 kg soil m-3, our estimate of
the potential moisture reservoir indicates an average potential tree reservoir depth of 9.8 cm,
not including root biomass and rocks. After 24 rain-free days, predicted aggregate reservoir
depletion throughout the stand (mean [95% CI] = 0.58 [0.44, 0.69]) did not significantly
differ from independent estimates from MODIS and a nearby flux tower (mean [95% CI] =
0.69 [0.59, 0.79] and 0.59, respectively), providing evidence for consistency between our
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

aggregate estimates and larger-scale observations. Predicted drought trajectories of both
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individual trees and the whole stand followed the hydrological Budyko curve (Fig. S5).
Predictions from the model suggest that trees in upland areas generally drew down their soil
water resources during the drought (Fig. 3B), increasing the loss of conductance (Fig. 2A).
Yet, cumulative transpiration deficits were predicted to be widespread throughout the stand
(Fig. 3C), and trees in both lowland and upland environments were predicted to experience
cumulative stress from reservoir depletion.
DISCUSSION
Ecologists have struggled to predict forest responses to drought because of extreme

diversity of water use by trees across variable environments (Allen et al. 2015). Here we
demonstrate how tree water balance determines drought responses across sizes, species, and
landscape positions. Individual drought responses are predicted by the mass balance of
atmospheric demand and the moisture reservoir. With simple tree-scale measurements and a
network of sap flux observations, the mass balance can be used to predict differential access
to soil moisture (Hanson and Weltzin 2000), understand ecohydrological variation across
forest stands (Nippgen et al. 2015), and identify trees that are vulnerable to damage from
future droughts (Clark et al. 2016). The trees that control large potential moisture reservoirs
can maintain transpiration during drought and avoid both short- and long-term injury after
drought as long as their reservoirs are not depleted.
The mass balance approach demonstrated that the potential reservoir available to

individual trees can be estimated with data across droughts over the span of a few years. The
model predicts the dynamics of soil water use at the tree scale as transpiration progressively
declines during drought and trees experience moisture limitation (Fig. 1). The estimates of
individual moisture reservoirs are supported by out-of-sample observations that are consistent
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with predictions from the scale of individual trees to the whole stand. While there are
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differences throughout the landscape, aggregate stand-level estimates from this individual
model agree with large-scale observations from MODIS and a nearby flux tower. Reliable
estimates of moisture reservoirs in dense stands indicate that moisture limitation can be
predicted from individual tree characteristics and suggest that it should explain tree fitness
and predict vulnerability throughout the stand.
The physiological effects of drought depend on individual water balance during and

after droughts. Injury in peripheral organs along with stomatal closure or leaf wilting (Sperry
et al. 2002, Brodribb et al. 2003) can explain the observed and predicted declines in
transpiration as the drought progressed (Fig. 1B), although we cannot disentangle these
processes with the mass balance model because it does not explicitly track stomatal closure or
loss of conductance. The empirical connection between whole-tree reservoir depletion and
loss of conductance across organs creates new opportunities to predict whole-tree drought
stress by incorporating individual differences in size and topographic position in addition to
differences among species. Predictions from the mass balance model are also related to
measures of demographic fitness. The declines in productivity that we observed (Fig. 2B-D)
can last for years after severe droughts and set trees on a trajectory to mortality (Berdanier
and Clark 2016a, Anderegg et al. 2015). The reservoir impact of drought thus provides the
connection between short-term physiological responses and multiyear fitness.

While large trees may access a large potential moisture reservoir (Fig. 1A), they may

also lose more water through transpiration during a drought. Transpiration declines depend
on moisture reservoirs relative to atmospheric demand (Matheny et al. 2017). Both the
moisture reservoir and the exposed canopy area are influenced by size, species, and
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topographic position, all of which contribute to the spatial patterns in the cumulative deficit
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during drought (Fig. 3). Consequently, the cumulative transpiration deficit does not
necessarily decrease with increases in size.
These results highlight species differences in drought tolerance. For example,

Quercus species generally do not access a large reservoir, meaning that their drought
tolerance must be attributed to other features (Roman et al. 2015). By contrast, the regionallycommon Pinus taeda likely benefits from a remarkable capacity to dominate soil moisture,
having the largest reservoirs of all species we analyzed. Our predictions of differences in
transpiration deficits across species suggest that future increases in atmospheric deficits and
longer rain-free periods may change species composition. Anticipating these stand-scale
shifts relies on estimates of individual demographic performance that impact stand-level
dynamics. These shifts could occur through physiological injury and the cumulative impact
of missed transpiration on growth and reproduction (Fig. 2). The mass balance facilitates
estimates of variables that are related to demographic performance, including reservoir
depletion and transpiration deficits (Fig. 3).
The finding that reservoir capacity and depletion can be predicted from tree species,

size, and topographic position provides predictive potential for drought vulnerability
throughout forest stands based on measurements from a sample of trees. Patterns in drought
sensitivity (Fig. 3) depend on landscape position (Gaines et al. 2016) as well as species
identity (Matheny et al. 2017). While root biomass allocation decreases with increasing
precipitation across sites (Mokany et al. 2006), rooting depth has been shown to be similar
across xeric and mesic landscape positions within temperate forests (Gaines et al. 2016). Our
landscape-level findings support these studies, with increases in the predicted moisture
reservoir in mesic areas but a negative interaction with tree diameter, meaning that the
reservoir benefit of growing in a mesic area is dampened by reduced gains from size. These
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

interactions have impacts on drought sensitivity, such that large trees in xeric areas can have
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relatively larger belowground reservoirs (Mokany et al. 2006). Conversely, light limitation of
small, suppressed trees may encourage small root systems, thus increasing risk of reservoir
depletion and injury during drought even in dense, mesic areas.
These results rely on a number of assumptions and include caveats that present

opportunities for future research. First, we do not explicitly represent competition for
moisture between trees and our analysis does not track drought recovery following
precipitation or long-term responses such as changes in belowground biomass (Berdanier and
Clark 2016a). As such, our estimates represent a steady-state moisture reservoir under the
sites’ current species composition. Calibration of this model in other sites will require sap
flux observations, which are still not widespread in ecological studies (but see efforts such as
SAPFLUXNET, Poyatos et al. 2016). Additional predictors, such as soil type, may improve
the analysis of variation in moisture reservoirs across sites. Finally, when similar
measurements are available across sites, predictions from this model could be compared to
field observations in areas with extensive belowground sampling or to measurements from
satellites or flux towers. Despite these limitations, our analysis shows that a mass balance
model can be used to predict the moisture reservoir of trees and can enhance understanding of
drought responses by linking ecophysiological and demographic responses to the individual
water balance.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
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Fig. 1. Variation in tree moisture reservoirs and transpiration declines during drought. (a)
Predictions (and 95% credible intervals) for the potential reservoir (ωi) across trees (colored
by genus) and sizes (Di). (b) Observations (points) and day-ahead predictions (grey shaded
95% credible intervals, dotted 95% predictive interval) for four example trees during the
2010 drought. Inset shows day-ahead (shaded points) and out-of-sample (open points)
predictions for observations.

Fig. 2. Ecophysiological responses to drought. (a) Loss of branch (filled squares) and wholetree (open circles) hydraulic conductance with declines in relative moisture reservoir (Si,t/ωi)
during drought. (b) Species differences in transpiration deficits per canopy area. (c) Biomass
growth response in the year after the drought (ln[growthpost/growthpre]) was greatest for trees
with low cumulative transpiration deficits during the drought while (d) reproductive response
(ln[fecunditypost/fecunditypre]) was lowest for trees with large cumulative transpiration
deficits. Lines in each panel show fitted model predictions and confidence intervals.

Fig. 3. Forest stand drought predictions. (a) Variation in the potential moisture reservoir
available to trees throughout the stand. (b) Trees (points) in landscape positions with low
moisture availability were predicted to have the largest relative reservoir depletion during a
mid-summer drought in 2014. (c) Individual trees throughout the landscape showed patchy
responses in predicted cumulative transpiration deficits per leaf area, depending on their
water balance (circle size relative to tree diameter). Topographic contours (m AMSL) are
shown in c.
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